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 Protect your energy fiercely for it is what 

shows up before you do

PROTECT YOUR ENERGY 



Protect Your Energy Journal

What was the first thing that captured your awareness once inside your protection bubble?
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Did you feel the essence of the floating cloud effect within the protection bubble? 

Record what changes on a mind, body, soul & spiritual level occurred when you protected your energy?

 

Mind - mental/emotional level...

Body - physical level...

Journalling is one of the greatest ways to deeply connect with your intuition...  By writting about your experience of protecting your energy

allows you to honour your experience & create a sacred space to validate your soulful journey of going within... 

 

Each time you do this powerful meditation you'll discover some incredibly potent intuitive guidance that you may forget, so it's vital to record 

them down for future reference...

 

Give yourself permission to tune into your soul guidance & really allow this exercise to vibrate through every single cell... Let your thoughts, 

feelings & emotions reveal insightful wisdom of what could be holding you back or simply where you may not be honouring your soul self... Let this 

journal become the place where your truth is brought forward into your awareness... This is where change begins...

 

Protecting your energy is about consciously creating the energetic vibe you wanting showing up in your world... Being constantly bombarded by 

other peoples energy is so completely draining on every level... Take a stand today & choose to feel empowered by nourishing your energetic levels 

& raise your vibration... 
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Spiritual level...  Spiritual is universal/outside of yourself... Did you feel more attuned with the universal energies... Where you aware of any 

signs/synchronicities...

Was there a colour within your bubble... If so, what does that colour mean for you or how did that colour make you feel...

How did you feel when you poured the gold over your protection bubble?

Soul level... Soul is internally within... Did you feel a deeper connection to your soul intuitive self... What was revealed?

What was your anchor word.... How does your anchor word resonate with you... 
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What was your most powerful insight from doing this potent meditation.... 

How can you apply this innate wisdom into your daily life... 
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This life changing meditation will impart so much inner wisdom each time you do it... 

 

Like any new skill, practise, practise, practise is the key to applying the knowledge so that is vibrates within every single cell... 

 

You're always being intuitive guided by your soul, tune into this magic &  discover a new way of being that is in alignment with the 

person you're growing into...

 

You have all the power within you to create a life that lights up your soul & ignites your passion... 

 

It all begins with you... 

 

 

Much Love

Rachael xx

International Psychic & Intuition Teacher 
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